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(:04). There is a 9 stacker unit. An artist is running her studio on MaGrav power.   (:12). 

Independent report on how Governments are funding people to discredit scientists.   

(:16). The Golden Age of Gans, on Facebook. (:19). "Proof of Government Paid Trolls 

and F E Debunkers" video.  (:24). How to make CO2 Gans. The tests showing Zn in it. 

(:28). Keshe draws CO2 Kit, on one side the N C Cu plate and Zn plate connected via 

LED light for current flow. You have created a P field between N and Zn plates, on the 

Zn plate you'll release Zn O2, whereas in the water of the P field you'll release CO2 

Gans, you'll get a combination of both ZnO2 and CO2 Gans. If you just connect wires 

you'll get 95% ZnO2 Gans, with a load of LED (green or red color) or fan 85% CO2 

Gans.  (:36). Using Sea water, you have all elements of planet, when you add caustic you 

change the structure, it has mostly CONH, you produce Gans of water and H, it will have 

lots of Gans's which will be white, you can use this for P Batteries, P food because 

everything in Sea is in it. Zn (60) behaves as a stronger C(12). Gans of water is 

transparent, Lymph is Gans of water, but different. (:43). The water inside body is a 

depository of energy spectrums, like the Sea water, you take what you need by way of 

Paratorid and other glands.  Continue last weeks discussion on Health and double Coils, 

by changing the inclination of the inner Coil (G), with a similar coil on other side of 

body, you change the environment in the body of the man. You can also change the outer 

(M) coil orientation, that changes the MG field.   (:52). 9 stacker can make another 9 

stacker and put the body in between, treat cancer. Don't connect all the stackers together, 

leave it open so you can connect different ones if you want. (:57). Arman shows new 

work, a way to slide N wires into coils as a connector.   (1:02). Doesn't matter what the 

coils are made of Cu, Al, Fe. What matters is the P created in the center coil. The new P 

Batteries N C wire (that is Gans coated also) in center, coiled, and wrapped in N C Al, 

connected to double coil, it totally P based, feeding P to P does not go through Matter 

state. You are directly dictating with P B what will  come out of P.  The P in Coil reacts 

with P in body of man. By using a second coil that is weaker, on the other side, the 

gradient causes it to flow through body and balance out fields. THE HIGHER PLASMA 

FEEDS THE LOWER!!!  (1:08).  Arman shows his setup with 2 coils on each side.   

(1:18).  Man showing his work, he's off the Grid, he's made P Batteries to power his 

Coils. He has made a flight setup, he sees the SS, he's the 5th person to achieve SS. 

Showing Ali system with the new coils. He sees lots of shimmers in room, certain times 

more. Passing through the wall, creates a vortex, very power, the crystals connect with 

the mind. He used Sea water for Gans. When he walks in room, he sees a mist, sees lights 

between stackers, his friends see the same thing. Some parts of body disappears. Ali is 

now part of the KF SSI unit. Back to the Swiss man, connect all the base G together, turn 

the center core 90 degrees, raise unit another 10 cm higher. Keshe offers to bring him in 

KF team.  (1:37). His unit has created a shield that interferes with the microphone. He put 

Orange on top of cup with Gans, water tastes like orange and full energy. Connected 

Alex Beads to central reactor.  Keshe is bringing all the people at this level to a SS City 

to work together on SS.   (1:44). The head and parts of body disappeared because of MG 

fields.  (1:47). Back to Swiss, he says he can control the energy, up or down, feels a 

barrier when he comes close to unit. Keshe says he should move one of the Coils at base 

and see if part of SS becomes a physical structure. He feels totally different inside, a new 



world of light, peace beauty. When he goes outside, sees a huge ship.   (1:51). Last 

Monday, Ali and friends made study of the boundary of the unit. As soon as he turned the 

inner coil 90 degrees, the whole house started glowing and misty,  he brought more 

people in and filmed it, outside the house there was a glowing blue light. It can cover the 

whole Northern Hemisphere. When he used the crystal on top of reactor could see the P 3 

km away, ethereally he was traveling above the Earth.  (2:04). Man shows work, he 

wants to use the end wire of coil and run back through the center of coil and make it as a 

battery, rather then hanging the batteries down in another place, go ahead and let us 

know.  (2:12). That wire that is fed back through the coil, it strengthens the field forces, 

very important.  You need 2 coils on top of each other  to create P.  (2:16).  Keshe says to 

make a split battery by one half in inner and one half in second coil. Use the wire that 

goes through the coil to wrap a battery Gans around it, it could add lot of power to it.  

(2:21). Nice picture of the Coils, but he's got a small coil inside each coil.  (2:28). Photos 

of outside his building and you can see his orb above his apartment. Video of his hand 

disappearing. (2:38). That glow above the house, these can link up around the world and 

start the peace process. Cascade the planet with a few system around the world, with right 

intention, peace.  You made the coils for energy, now turn the inner coil 90 degrees for 

reversal of illness. You don't need more power, you can tap into energy wirelessly.  

(2:45). Alex house is completely N C after 6 months, now everything works without 

Grid. Free Plasma energy.  (3:00). Talk after video.  (3:04). Draws the connection of MG 

units to house. After 6 months, connect a load between the MG unit and Grid , than 

connect to a battery (or an AC converter) this will convert to AC for whole house. It 

becomes self-sufficient. A wire to ground has to be connected before the battery, See 

diagram he's writing. In time you can disconnect from the Grid, just needs time.  (3:09). 

Man says he disconnected from Power line but after 30 minutes it went off. Keshe says 

he needs to put some P Batteries or inverters, in the system. Convert the P into AC by 

attaching to Ground.   (3:13). A man made some innovations to coils. Keshe says not 

recommended, you need to have some separation.   (3:18). Coming is a P B without N C. 

Will show how to tap into the center P without N, and even P without Cu coils. Next 

development is transport matter over P. Take your double coil and place next to cup of 

water, adjusting fields try to create Cu or Al in water, then try to transport it somewhere 

else. You'll see your cup emptying and that one filling. You have done this with the 

orange in water, now solidify it.   (3:25).  cPVC pipes (chlorine) when in caustic produce 

a toxic substance, dangerous. PVC is okay, put in for 5 to 10 minutes, or rub it on pipe.   

Gans.org will concentrate on Gans.  So many new people from across the world. 

 


